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 Tayy Brown creates a unique blend of new terminology, mesmerizing melodies, unforgettable lyrics, and ethereal 
vocals. By combining the gritty, uptempo vibe of Baltimore with saccharine melodies, he’s staking claim in the east 
coast music landscape. His stellar storytelling comes from the fact that he embodies what he raps, unlike most of 
his rap counterparts who do not live what they rap but merely spout things they've heard through the grapevine. 

This isn’t the only distinguishing factor about Tayy Brown’s artistry; with his voice and unrivaled swagger, this trench 
baby is sure to make some panties drop, break a few hearts, and take a few ladies. Due to necessity, Tayy Brown 

developed a gift to gab, making him both a salesman and a ladies man, eventually helping him pursue a 
professional music career. This articulate balladeer is honing his craft everyday and training to obliterate his 

competition in order to prove his doubters wrong while grabbing a few Grammys on the way. Hailing from the 
streets of Baltimore, Taylor Brown, professionally known as Tayy Brown, is a double threat, distinguishing himself as 
one of the most versatile artists in the hip-hop landscape. When it comes to lyrical ability, he can contend with the 

hottest artists in the genre however, the main difference between him and them is he can also really sing. No 
autotune, just straight idyllic vocals. His melodic expertise is something most rappers are threatened by. The ease 
in which he constructs songs can be attributed to his relentless work ethic and hustler’s mentality, something he 
most likely adopted during childhood. Taylor's, though childhood was prototypical of a black child growing up in 

the inner city; surrounded by warfare, famine, drugs, women, and homelessness, resulting in most of his art relating 
to these topics. His musical influences, however, also play an equally significant role in the work he delivers. Lil 

Wayne and Michael Jackson being both his biggest musical influences betrays the range of Tayy’s musical 
appreciation. The lyrical finesse and shakespearean wit heard throughout his rap can be attributed to Lil Wayne’s 
impact while the raw passion and versatility seen within can be credited to the late great MJ. Tayy adopted the 
lessons permeating their music; living by their words helped Taylor grow not only as a student of music but as a 
man. Tayy Brown also draws inspiration from Juice WRLD, which can be heard in his beat selection, impassioned 

lyrics, and choice of muse.
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With the help of CEO Buck and Chevin Johnson, Tayy has been growing at a rapid 
pace. So far, Tayy has done records with Bandhunta Izzy, Young Moose, Yung Inky, 
OTR Chaz, and Twenty Bandz; interviewed with Lyrical Lemonade, HipHopDX, BET, 
and Rap City 2022; he’s performed at Rolling Loud Bay Area and opened up for Ski 

Mask the Slump God. He is cosigned and executive produced by Vinylz and Boi-1da. 
He’s also worked with the likes of Cxdy from Internet Money and Batmanonthebeatz. 

Tayy also has three producers signed to him: Tyquil Madeit, Kyleton, and Ahlyege . 
Tayy also has alliances with Lil Kim and Cardi B. These sanctions have led to him 

generating a buzz up and down the east coast, gaining attention from Atlantic 
Records.This young, musical guru has a promising future ahead of him. By 

transmitting his unfortunate early life circumstances into melodic art, he hopes to 
revolutionize the sound of music and impact listeners around the world. Be on the 

lookout for his artistic savant’s forthcoming EP.
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